
Pure Manner AdverbsMartin Sh�afer (Leipzig)1 IntrodutionErnst (1984) divided the word lass adverb into smaller setions using semantiriteria. He proposed to use the term quality adverb for those adverbs whihexpress the speakers judgement on some qualitative sale, as opposed to quan-titive (time, plae, degree) or logial (even, only) adverbs.1 Within the groupof quality adverbs, Ernst identi�ed one group, whih, di�ering from the otherquality adverbs, shows only one reading, namely a manner reading. He alledthese pure manner adverbs (=PMA). In order to larify (a) the notion of qualityadverbs and (b) the relationship between so-alled manner adverbs and PMA,this paper will start with a short overview of the lass of quality adverbs andwhat is known about them. In the next setion, the original oneption of thePMA will be introdued. Following this, the possibility of using semanti riteriafor de�ning the lass of PMA will be explored. It will be shown that when usingsemanti riteria, the previous one-reading de�nition has to be dropped in orderto retain words suh as quikly, slowly and quietly in the lass of PMA. In thefollowing setion, Shaer's laim that all PMA have two readings will be refuted.This paper loses with an examination of possible formal approahes to the datapresented here.2 Quality Adverbs2.1 The Two Readings of Quality AdverbsTypially, quality adverbs allow two di�erent readings, a lausal and a mannerreading. Approximate paraphrases for the di�erent readings are `It was ADJ1In more reent work, Ernst refers to quality-adverbs as prediational -adverbs. Cf. (Ernst,2000a; Ernst, 2000b; Ernst, 2000).LINGUISTISCHE ARBEITSBERICHTE 76, 2001, 251-272



Martin Sh�aferthat SW ' for the a-sentenes and `SW in an ADJ manner' for the b-sentenes,where ADJ stands for the adjetive equivalent of the adverb (e.g. appropriate isthe ADJ in a sentene ontaining appropriately) and SW stands for the senteneswithout the adverb.2(1) a. Appropriately, Carol handled Jay's lawsuit (sine she was his best friend).b. Carol handled Jay's lawsuit appropriately (doing everything as it shouldbe done).=(1) in (Ernst, 1987)(2) a. Absent-mindedly, Pat swam out to the island (forgetting that she had adentist appointment at 4).b. Pat swam out to the island absent-mindedly (not even notiing the $100bills oating on the surfae).=(3) in (Ernst, 1987)(3) a. Louisa rudely answered Patriia.b. Louisa answered Patriia rudely.=(35) in (MConnel-Ginet, 1982)2.2 Clausal Reading Used for SubgroupingThe manner readings of the adverbs in (1-3b) present a omplex group whihdoes not lend itself to further lassi�ation. In ontrast to this, the lausalreadings (1-3a) an easily be used for extended subgrouping3: The reading ofthe adverb in (1) is evaluative, representing the speaker's evaluation of the stateof a�airs desribed by the rest of the sentene, that in (2) is a mental attitudereading, as it desribes the state of mind of the subjet with regard to the stateof a�airs expressed by the rest of the sentene and that of (3) is agent-oriented,2The diÆulties of �nding appropriate paraphrases have been widely noted, f. eg. (Jak-endo�, 1972, 49�) for the paraphrases of the lausal readings, and (Ernst, 1984, 23�) for themanner paraphrases.3Here I use the terminology and de�ning harateristis of (Ernst, 1984). Other widely usedmethods for subdividing the lausal readings are their syntati behaviour (f. eg. (Bartsh,1974)) and their relationsship to their adjetival ounterparts (f. eg. (Geuder, 2000)).252



Pure Manner Adverbswhere, roughly speaking, the agent is judged ADJ on the basis of the state ofa�airs desribed by the rest of the sentene. 4 This results in the lassi�ationpresented in �gure (1). AdverbsQuality Adverbs Other(Quantity,Logial, et.)Clausal Reading? Agent-Oriented? Mental-Attitude? Evaluative
Manner ReadingFurther Distintionimpossible
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Figure 1: The subgrouping of adverbs- preliminary versionThe important observation whih an already be read of the �gure is the following:the term manner adverb does not refer to a lexial sublass of adverbs, but ratheris a shorthand for adverbs used as adverbials of manner, e.g. adverbs used witha manner reading. The de�ning harateristi for an adverb to be onsidered amanner adverb is its atual semanti funtion within a given sentene.3 Pure Manner AdverbsNot all quality adverbs display this split into lausal and manner reading, as thefollowing examples show.4My usage of `state of a�airs' is intended to be understood very vaguely, evading the questionwhether the lausal readings modify situations, fats or propositions. Sine the di�erentiationof these terms and its assoiated onepts are of no onsequene to the main interest of thispaper, that is, manner adverbs, I will not disuss them further. This is done in works suh as(Asher, 1993). 253



Martin Sh�afer(4) a. *Loudly, you must blow the trumpet.b. You must blow the trumpet loudly.= (7) in (Ernst, 1987)(5) a. *The sun brightly had been shining that morning.b. The sun had been shining brightly that morning.= (26/29) in (Ernst, 1987)(6) a. *Everything smoothly was running.b. Everything was running smoothly.= (27) in (Ernst, 1987)In these sentenes, the a- sentene are ungrammatial, indiating that the readingassoiated with this position is not available. The lass of quality adverbs whihallows only for this manner interpretation has been alled pure manner adverbs(=PMA) by Ernst in (Ernst, 1984).5 The adverbs within this lass are purein the sense that they annot be aounted for as manner readings of lexialadverb-lasses funtioning originally as lausal adverbs, as they provide no lausalreading. The situation depited in �gure (2) emerges.Here, we see that under this de�nition, the PMA an be understood as aproper wordlass, not just as a reading of an adverb.4 PMA - A Homogeneous Semanti Class?So far, the lass of PMA is de�ned purely negatively: its members allow onlya manner but not a lausal interpretation. This is not very satisfying, as therestrition to the manner interpretation an than be an epiphenomenon of verydi�erent proesses. That is, though the adverbs in this group may indeed all onlyallow the manner interpretation, they may do so for di�erent reasons.6 Ernst5A quite similar lass, Mod0, was introdued in (Bartsh, 1972; Bartsh, 1974). Bartshnoted that the lass of adverbs ontaining shnell, langsam, laut, leise et., that is quikly,slowly, loudly, low et. ould not be prediated over fats, thus dissallowing its members toour in the orresponding sentene adverb onstrutions.6In (Ernst, 1987, 86,fn8), Ernst himself mentions that he does need semanti riteria toexlude adverbs suh as di�erently and well from the PMA, sine they also only have a manner254



Pure Manner AdverbsAdverbsQuality Adverbs Other(Quantity,Logial, et.)OtherManner Reading Clausal ReadingPMAManner Modi�ation
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PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHHHHHHHH��������Figure 2: The subgrouping of adverbs(1984,84) notes that the PMA seem to have more in ommon than this; they\usually involve pereptual qualities: light, sound, taste, physial ation, and soon." This is not surprising, sine they are, afterall, modi�ers of the manner inwhih the event desribed by the main prediate is arried out. What is moreimportant, is the fat that they modify the diretly pereptable dimensions ofan event. This is very di�erent from the way that the manner readings of otherquality adverbs funtion. An example will make this learer.(7) John walked sadly o� the stage.=(51) in (Geuder, 2000, 215)In this sentene, we have a manner reading of a quality adverb7. Following Geuder(2000, 214�.), I assume that for the orret interpretation of this sentene, we haveto fall bak on the following hain of thought: walk is a bodily movement, bodilymovement establishes a posture, that posture an be an indiator of emotions.That is, we have to use the metonymial relation between bodily movement andemotional state in order to understand the sentene. Suh an additional step isnot neessary for PMA.reading.7In Geuder's terminology, a manner use of a psyhologial adjetive 255



Martin Sh�aferThough this semanti approah at de�ning what it means to be a PMA is ableto explain the ommon semanti harateristis of the PMA, it fails to explainthe inonsistenies desribed in the following setions. These inonsistenies arisefrom adverbs whih �t into the semanti desription of PMA but neverthelessshow two readings.4.1 Data4.1.1 Temporal Readings: Quikly and SlowlyQuikly and slowly in their manner reading �t the semanti riterion for PMAmentioned above perfetly, however, they show a manner vs lausal reading dif-ferene.8The di�erent readings normally involve besides the regular manner-reading atemporal reading. This temporal reading allows to loate the event desribed inthe sentene with respet to a referene time. E.g., quikly in (8) an be glossedas The time elapsed from [a ontextually given point in time℄ to [the onset ofthe ation/event whih onsists of John lifting is arm℄ is short. The alternationof this reading with the manner interpretation seems to be highly systematiand does our rosslinguistially, here are examples from English9, German andChinese:(8) a. John quikly lifted his arm.b. John lifted his arm quikly.a' John was quik in lifting his arm.b' John lifted his arm in a quik way.=(47) in (Cinque, 1999, 93)8For a disussion of whether or not these adverbs have turned into modals in German, f.(Pittner, 2000, setion 2). Ernst, in (2000, 87), alls them aspet-manner adverbs, groupingthem with adverbs like suddenly, abruptly, gradually. Slowly and quikly are ontained in theMod1 lass of (Bartsh, 1972; Bartsh, 1974).9The distintion of two readings in the ase of quikly in English is still somewhat new. InJakendo�'s hapter on adverbs in (Jakendo�, 1972, 49), he laims that quikly does, whereverit is loated, lead only to one reading. The �rst to di�erentiate the two readings was Travis(1988, 11). She assumes di�erent syntati positions for the respetive readings.256



Pure Manner Adverbs(9) a. Lynn quikly raed down the hallway.b. Lynn raed down the hallway quikly.=(2.139) in (Ernst, 2000, 87)(10) a. Er mu� langsam das Geshirr absp�ulen.b. Er mu� das Geshirr langsam absp�ulen.=(11) in (Pittner, 2000)(11) a. ku�ai di�anr h��!quikly point eatQuikly, start eating!b. h�� ku�ai di�anr!eat quikly pointEat faster!=(5) in (Tsai, 1995, 91)They do not modify the event referred to in the sentene, but omment on thetime span after whih the event referred to in the sentene oured. That is, theeventuality as suh is not ommented on, it is left open with whih speed it wasperformed, only the time span leading up to that eventuality is modi�ed by theadverb.Formally, the semantis of the S-readings an be modeled along the lines ofthose of time span adverbials, e.g. quikly in (8) translates into (12).(12) �P�e [P(e) & 9� [� = [tr;BEG(e)℄ & SHORT(�)℄℄Here, tr indiates the ontextually given referene time and � a time span, sothat [9� [� = [tr;BEG(e)℄&SHORT(�)℄℄ says that the time span leading up fromthe referene time to the event is short. The whole sentene an be representedas in (13).(13) 9x9y [JOHN(x) & ARM(x,y) & LIFT(x,y,e) &9� [� = [tr;BEG(e)℄ & SHORT(�)℄℄ 257



Martin Sh�afer4.1.2 Other Clausal ReadingsSimilarly, we also �nd examples of other adverbs �tting the semanti riterionfor PMA whih turn out to have an additional lausal reading.(14) a. Kim quietly had gone home to think it over.b. Kim sang quietly.=(2.151) in (Ernst, 2000, 90)Here, quietly in (14a) is to be interpreted with a mental attitude reading, sothat an approximate paraphrase of the sentene is In a quiet state of mind,Kim had gone home to think it over. However, the lausal readings are notrestrited to mental attitude readings, as the lausal reading of graelessly in(15a) demonstrates, whih yields an evaluative reading.(15) a. She graelessly had ignored them.b. She was speaking graelessly.=(2.150) in (Ernst, 2000, 90)4.2 What's so Speial?In ontrast to the regular alternation seen with the examples disussed in 2.1,the adverbs desribed here show some peuliarites.4.2.1 The Status of the Clausal ReadingIf used with their lausal reading, quikly and slowly are understood, as disussedabove, as temporal markers. Adhering to Ernst's lassi�ation given in setionone, they would, under this reading, not be onsidered to be quality adverbs any-more. Instead, they would be ategorized as quantity adverbs of time. Temporaladverbs like soon, immediately et., however, do not have a distintion betweenlausal and manner reading. This `di�erent' behaviour of quikly and slowly goeshand in hand with the fat that the di�erent readings of quikly and slowly seemto funtion on a di�erent level than the regular manner/lausal reading distin-258



Pure Manner Adverbstion noted in (1-3): The di�erene in the readings of quikly and slowly annot besimply paraphrased by prediating the related adjetive over the state of a�airsdesribed by the rest of the sentene, f. (16).(16) a. John quikly lifted his arm.a' John was quik in lifting his arm.6= John lifted his arm and that was quik.4.2.2 Antonyms and Synonyms Behave Di�erentlyMany PMA synonymous with the manner reading of the adverbs disussed abovefail to obtain a lausal reading. This ontrasts with the behaviour of the otherquality adverbs, where no suh exeptions our: a synonym of an adverb withthe regular manner/lausal distintion an always also our with both, eitherthe manner or the lausal reading. An example for synonyms is the behaviour offast ompared to quikly.(17) a. He quikly ran away.b. He ran away quikly.=(85)a/b on p. 103 in (Cinque, 1999)(18) a. *He fast ran away.b. He ran away fast.(=(86)a/b in (Cinque, 1999))Similarly, PMA whih are antonyms to the manner readings of the adverbs dis-ussed above fail to produe a lausal reading, again ontrasting with the generalbehaviour of quality adverbs. Thus, quietly in (14), repeated here for onviene,ontrasts with the usage of its antonym loudly (f. also (4)), whih allows onlyone reading.[14℄ a. Kim quietly had gone home to think it over.b. Kim sang quietly.
259



Martin Sh�afer(19) a. *Kim loudly had gone home to think it over.b. Kim sang loudly.=(2.152) in (Ernst, 2000, 90)The same an be said for the ontrast between graelessly and woodenly.[15℄ a. She graelessly had ignored them.b. She was speaking graelessly.(20) a. *She woodenly ignored them.b. She was speaking woodenly.=(2.149) in (Ernst, 2000, 90)This di�erene in behaviour has also onsequene for their formalizations: Asopposed to the quality adverbs having the lausal-reading as their primary reading(f. (Ernst, 1984; Ernst, 1987; Geuder, 2000), it seems hardly appropriate toassume this for the adverbs disussed above. On the ontrary, it seems obviousthat the manner reading is the more basi reading, and the lausal interpretationis derived from this.4.3 The Solution: Metaphori ExtensionErnst (2000,90) orretly notes: \The di�erene between Pure Manner adverbsand those whih an have both lausal and manner readings thus often seems tohinge on whether the ADJ prediate selets events that are restrited to purelyphysial manifestations (as with loudly) or whether a wider (often metaphorial)usage is allowed[. . . ℄Therefore, whether or not an adverb is of the Pure Mannertype depends on whether it has aquired a metaphorial meaning in this way.".Departing from Ernst's view, my laim is that we should not take metaphorialusages as reasons for exluding those adverbs from the lass of PMA, but shouldrather take this metaphori usages as proof of the opposite: Beause the only waywhih allows the relevant adverbs to be used with a lausal reading is to use themmetaphorially, they must be members of the lass of PMA. Seeing that these260



Pure Manner Adverbsusages are metaphori usages does also explain the inonsistenies with regardto the behaviour of the synonyms and antonyms: the relation between synonymsand their availability for metaphori extensions is never a one-to-one relation. Onthe ontrary, this seemingly irregular behaviour is one of the main omponentsof metaphors as suh.The lass of PMA should therefore be imagened as depited in �gure (3): Theadverbs like loudly, woodenly et. belong to this lass, but adverbs whih showtwo readings an be members of the lass, too, as long as their lausal reading isa metaphori reading.
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Figure 3: PMA- the reunited groupTo onlude, this setion has shown that adverbs like quikly, slowly and quietly,whih should, for semanti reasons, be grouped with the other PMA, do indeedshow not only a manner but also a lausal reading. However, their lausal readingsdi�er from those of other quality adverbs, as they are interpreted metaphorially.
261



Martin Sh�afer5 Alternation in All PMAsAfter seeing how quikly and quietly diverge from the pattern of the ore PMA,the question arises, whether or not the other members of the lass do also show alausal reading. Maybe we have just not looked losely enough. In (Shaer, 2000,pp280-81), Shaer is laiming exatly that: the lass of pure manner adverbs asestablished by Ernst does far more resemble the standard manner adverbs thanErnst laims. Aording to Shaer, all pure manner adverbs display a di�erentreading in higher/lower position respetively. Shaer explains the di�erene usingPeterson's restrition analysis.5.1 Peterson's Restrition AnalysisIn (Peterson, 1997), Peterson introdued this analysis, primarily to aount for`restritive' or `non-restritive' readings of event nominals, where the `restritive'vs. `non-restritive' lassi�ation orresponds to the distintion usually assumedfor relative lauses. To make the point learer, I repeat here Shaer's adaptions ofPeterson's examples:(21) a. The men who were tired ate strawberries.b. The men, who were tired, ate strawberries.. The tired men ate strawberries. = (a) or (b)=(51) in (Shaer, 2000)(22) a. The Titani('s) sinking rapidly aused great loss of life.=i. The Titani's sinking being rapid aused great loss of life. (`restritive')ii. The Titani's sinking, whih was rapid, aused great loss of life.b. The Titani('s) sinking quietly aused great loss of life.=i. # The Titani's sinking being quiet aused great loss of life. (`restri-tive')ii. The Titani's sinking, whih was quiet, aused great loss of life.=(52) in (Shaer, 2000)262



Pure Manner AdverbsWhereas the `restritive' reading amounts to a onstraining of the referene ofthe syntati onstituent being modi�ed, the `non-restritive' reading amountsto a double assertion.5.2 The Restrition Analysis and PMAShaer laims that this distintion of restritive and non-restritive readings anbe used to aount for the subtle meaning di�erenes between higher and lowerourenes of PMA. To substantiate his laim, he gives the following example.10(23) a. The prisoner prolaimed his innoene loudly.i.He woke up all the other prisoners.# ii. He really believed that he had been framed.b. The prisoner loudly prolaimed his innoene.# i.He woke up all the other prisoners.ii. He really believed that he had been framed.=(45) in (Shaer, 2000)Aording to Shaer's analysis, the modi�ation by loudly in (23a) leads to a singleassertion, whereas (23b) is to be interpreted as a double assertion, so that thesound-volume of the prisoner's prolamation is a mere inidental property. (23a)must thus be interpreted as refering to a omplex event whih embeds the simpleevents of John laiming his innoene and ombines it with the modi�ation. Theontinuation with (23a)ii seems not feliitious, beause it does not refer to theloudly part of the omplex event, but only to the embedded simple event. Onlywhen the loudly is added parenthetially in the �rst plae does this ontinuationmake sense, as (23b)ii shows. The exat opposite is true of the ontinuations(23a)i and (23b)i, respetively. Here, only the latter is unfeliitous, sine itfousses on the loudly part of the event, whih is, in this view, only an `almost'10Shaer addues an additional examples, to whih the same points apply:(i) He played poker brillantly.(ii) #He brilliantly played poker. =(46) . 263



Martin Sh�aferparathetial remark.5.3 Alternate PossibilitiesHowever, it is far from lear whether this is really the riterion whih is responsiblefor the feliitous ontinuation of the story. To this laim, I will respond in twoways: (a) showing, why I believe it is in itself not onvining and (b) giving whatI think are better explanations for the data.There are two points whih questions the validity of Shaer's onlusion:1. The omplex events Shaer establishes are very unstable. It is quite naturalto ome bak diretly to the simple, embedded event in later sentenes.It does not seem as if the e�ets observed in (23) have any long termonsequenes.2. The modi�ed entity stays the same on both readings. It is impossible toapply the same manner/lausal distintions as in the examples in (1-3).Or, in other words, the distintion given through the di�erentation of therestritive/non-restritive readings works on a whole di�erent level. Thereason for this is obvious: whereas the di�erent readings in (1-3) learlyresult from di�erent entities the modi�ation is applied to, that is, on theone hand, a ertain aspet of an event for the manner modi�ation, onthe other hand an event/fat/proposition for the S-Adverbial reading, theloudly seems to be applied to the same aspet of the verb referent. Twotests usually employed to detet manner usages both fail to establish anydi�erene for Shaer's `two' readings:? Restrited paraphrasing options: only the manner paraphrase is avail-able. Whether the loudly is restritive or notrestritive, in both asesit onstitutes a manner modi�ation.? Sopal behaviour: The only hard sope riterion to distinguish mannerfrom other readings is the impossibilty for manner readings to take264



Pure Manner Adverbssope over the negation. Loudly does not take sope over the negationin either of the sentenes.11 Compare its behaviour in (24).(24) a. #He did not prolaim his innoene loudly.(He was not making muhnoise, that is, it was not loud.)/*Loudly, he did not keep quiet about hisinnoene.(*Sentene exept adverb negated.)b. Absentmindedly/Stupidly/juristially, he did not keep . . . .Additionally, the stable manner reading of loudly was already dis-ussed in omparison to quietly in (14).(25) a. *Kim loudly had gone home to think it over.b. Kim quietly had gone home to think it over..Cruially, this also means that (a) the semanti form of these sentenes willneessarily be the same and (b) the events desribed in these sentenes arethe same.The fat that the data itself shows phenomena whih exeed the single sentenelevel already indiates that this data is best explained at a more abstrat level,namely that of information struture. This analysis is supported by two points,one relating to the ontent of the sentenes in question, the other to the formalrealization of information Struture on the `surfae' level of the linear stringsmaking up a sentene:1. The information onveyed via loudly is simply more (23a) or less (23b)important relative to the ontinuation of the story.2. The manner adverb in the postverbal position usually reeives the moststress in the sentene. If this is not wanted, it must be put before the mainverbal prediate.The reason for not wanting the adverb to reeive the moststress is information struture, as mentioned above.It seems as if the di�erentiation of restritive- vs. non-restritive readings of thekind Shaer desribes is in a way a strategy to add ontent and funtion, be it as11For a detailed disussion of the syntati phenomena, ompare (Frey & Pittner, 1998,p 508f) 265



Martin Sh�aferminimal and shortlived as here, to positions whih otherwise would be wastingtheir potential. That is, sine English o�ers these two positions for adverbs whih,in any ase, reeive only a manner reading, it leaves the distintion and use ofthis potential over to narrative strategies.5.4 Further Evidene?Shaer goes on trying to establish similarities between PMA and other adverblasses. Comparing them with agent-oriented adverbs, he argues that this lassof adverbs is as dependent on themati partiipants as agent-oriented adverbsare:(26) a. Musi was playing loudly.b. The old man omplained to us loudly.=(50) in (Shaer, 2000)In disussing example (26) Shaer laims \Although a sentene like (26a) an beonstrued as simply prediating loudness of a musi-playing event, a sentenelike (26b), whih designates a situation with an agent, requires us to attributeloudness spei�ally to this agent." However, this does not make things learer.What does it mean to \attribute loudness spei�ally to this agent"? It is ob-vious that in this sentene not the man himself is loud, but the sound-volumeof his omplaining is. This then, learly falls under the ategory of expressions`modifying an aspet of the verb referent', they are thus standard examples ofmanner readings.5.5 ConlusionThis setion mainly disussed Shaer's laim that all PMA show regular man-ner/lausal reading distintions. In not denying the validity of his data, it ouldbe shown that the observations he makes an be better explained by reurringto priniples guided by information struture, espeially sine the e�ets he on-266



Pure Manner Adverbsentrates on only hold good above the sentene-level. In any ase, all readingsof the adverbs in question are still manner readings, the di�erene thus lies on awhole di�erent level than the distintions disussed in the previous setions.6 A Formal Aount of PMA6.1 The Basi RequirementsA formal aount of PMA, drawing from the result of the disussion of theirsemantis in the previous setion, must aount for two things:? PMA modify events. More preisely, it an be shown that by modifying aneventuality, they speify a spei� aspet of that eventuality.? Their formalizationmust ensure that they an aess the orret aspet/dimensionof an eventuality. That is, loudly an only aess the soundvolume-dimensionof an eventualty, not the light-intensity-dimension and so forth.Assuming that the main prediate of a sentene brings with it only an eventargument, and not a host of other arguments for all kinds of its aspets, theformalization is not a trivial thing.(27) �e[COMPLAIN(e)℄(28) Peter omplains loudly.Taking a sentene like (28), under the assumption of (27) as semanti form (=SF)for omplain and leaving for the moment the subjet aside, the ombination ofthe meanings of omplain and loudly an in priniple proeed along either of thefollowing ways.6.2 Approah 1The main prediate remains to be a prediate of events, that is of the formCOMPLAIN(e), and the SF of loudly already provides the orret dimension ofthe event whih is to be modi�ed. A possible SF for loudly is given in (29):(29) �P�e [P(e) & [[SOUNDVOLUME OF (e)℄>CNS ℄℄ 267



Martin Sh�aferWhere CNS stands for the oneptual norm of soundvolume. The idea of aommon norm for the sale available for quality adverbs, or more generally, forgradable adverbs, is developed in full in (Bierwish, 1989).6.3 Approah 2The seond possibility has, as its starting point, again COMPLAIN(e), whih isto be ombined with a di�erent semanti form of loudly. This time, the SF ofloudly does already expet a parameter/onstant for the sound dimension. TheSF of loudly simply �xes the value of this parameter.(30) �P�e [P(e) & [z>CNS℄℄If the two SFs (27) and (30)are put together, it is immediately lear that z of(30) will remain a free variable in the formula. To bind the variable and, in e�et,in order to establish the orret relationship between what loudly modi�es andthe main verbal prediate omplain, we have to resort to further steps. There areprinipally four di�erent approahes to avoid this impasse:1. reanalysis of the verb,2. reanalysis of the adverb3. a ontribution by syntax4. a ontribution by pragmatisIn the following, I will very ursory disuss some impliations of and options forusing these di�erent approahes. First, the reanalysis idea. In priniple, eitherthe verb or the adverb an be reanalized. A problem shared by both approahesis that we would, in both ases, need something whih fores a reanalysis. Thisannot be explained by the SFs used so far, as they do suessfully ombine. Thefree variable is only problemati for the interpretation. One possible solutionwould then be to assume a SF suh that a ombination is only possible after therelevant variable has been bound.As far as the question of what is to be reanalized is onerned, the reanalysis268



Pure Manner Adverbsof the verb seems preferable. Afterall, the soundvolume is oneptually speakingalready an aspet ontained in the eventuality expressed by the verbal prediate,and should not be supplied by the SF of the adverb.A very di�erent approah is one resorting to syntax to supply the missing link.This an be imagined in the style of Maienborn's analysis of loative modi�ersin (Maienborn, 1998). In that work, Maienborn assumes three distint syntatibase positions for three di�erent readings of loative modi�ers. The single basiSF of eah loative modi�er is modi�ed aording to the syntati position themodi�er oupies, yielding the SF spei� to this position. This priniple an beput to use for the PMA (and perhaps the manner readings of the other qualityadverbs) in the following way 12: As soon as an adverb is positioned in the rele-vant syntati position, this will automatially trigger the addition of a semantitemplate to the SF of the adverb or verb whih will establish the relation betweenthe verb and its modi�er. This relation an still be of a general, underspei�ednature.The last approah is the one using pragmatis to larify the relation betweenadverb and verb. The onrete proposal I will disuss here is that of D�olling(D�olling, 2000). It does not exlude the above mentioned approahes, as theseould be integrated in the overall mehanism. In D�olling's mehanism, whihwas originally introdued to deal with reinterpretations of adverbial expressions,operators are introdued at the level of the SF, whih bring with them parameterswhih may or may not be given values in later steps. After the operators areapplied to the basi SF, the resulting SF is alled ineted SF. In a next step, theopen parameters an be �xed, yielding the parameter-�xed struture PFS. At theend, the proess delivers the oneptual ontent CC. This happens with the help12This must, neessarily, be based on the assumption that the position of PMA in their basireading an be made syntatially expliit. Note that the semanti analysis presented here,although using suh terms as lausal reading, does not hinge on the exat syntati positionsof the adverbs nor on a lose assoiation of the syntati positions to the respetive readings.For a omprehensive argumentation in favour of the assoiation-laim, f. (Shaer, 2000) forEnglish and (Frey & Pittner, 1998; Frey & Pittner, 1999) for German. 269



Martin Sh�aferof information supplied by general knowledge and pragmatis. Applied to theproblem presented here, the obligatory appliation of the operator will providefree parameters whih an13, in the next step, be �xed through taking reourseto pragmati knowledge, rules and priniples, deriving the orret onnetionbetween the free variable of the Adverb's and the verb's primary SF.The integration of the metaphori readings presents a hallenge for all theabove approahes. I will leave it to future work to see if it an be met.7 ConsequenesThe previous setions have resulted in the following:? The lass of PMA does exist.? the de�ning harateristi of having just the manner-reading is exhangedin favour of a semantially motivated riterion.? Quikly, slowly, quietly et. are PMAs, though ones whih allow for metaphoriextension.? The lausal-reading of PMAs (if they have one) is di�erent from thosedisussed for the other adverbs whih also show the S-/VP-reading phe-nomenon:? The diretion of derivation is exatly opposite, proeeding from man-ner to lausal reading.? The lausal readings are metaphori.8 ConlusionThis artile had two aims: For one, the reasons for the original assumption ofthe lass of PMA were to be reviewed and the lass was to be loated withinthe group of quality adverbs. Seondly, an attempt was made to loate adverbs13Considering the frequeny of the non-manner readings, the idea of adding operators in anyase greatly adds to the psyhologial plausibility of this approah. If they were only introduedafter some mismath, we would have to assume far longer reognition times.270
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